**about biblionef**

We all want children to become readers – to have empathy for characters, big vocabularies and imaginations, and to be able to immerse themselves in another world through a book. Biblionef places a strong emphasis on reading for pleasure; we believe children should have a sense of fun as they read. It should not be a chore, but an exciting activity, something to look forward to.

To achieve this, children need to be exposed to books with great stories. Books which help with children’s literacy development, give access to information and education, and teach them to think for themselves – to make good decisions.

Biblionef’s goal is to make a profound impact on the lives of children and we are deeply committed to giving all children access to books. Biblionef foundations provide new books to library projects for children who have no access to books. Books containing stories they can relate to and learn from.

www.biblionef.org

**about cat and dog**

Cat and dog books are funny and easy to read. Learn only 200 words and start reading the books.

www.cat-and-dog.org
this is cat
this is dog

cat and dog want to draw
cat and dog want to colour
cat and dog want to make art

dog starts
he takes a pencil
and he takes a paper
the paper is a square
first dog draws an oval
the oval is the body of cat
wow, that is simple!

then he draws two triangles on top of the oval
the two triangles are the ears of cat
and he draws a black triangle in the oval
the black triangle is the nose of cat
and he draws a line above the nose
now he draws the eyes and the eyebrows of cat
the eyes are two dots
the eyebrows are two lines
wow, that is easy!

then he draws the mouth of cat
the mouth is a line
it looks like the letter ‘w’
and he draws the hairs of cat
three hairs on the left side
and three hairs on the right side
the drawing is almost finished

he draws the arms and legs of cat
the arms and legs are lines
and he draws the toe of cat
the toes are circles
and he draws the tail of cat
the tail is a long line

at last he draws some stripes on the body of cat
and he colours the body orange
then the drawing is finished

wow, that is beautiful!
now it is cat’s turn
he takes a pencil
and he takes a paper
the paper is a rectangle

first cat draws an oval
the oval is the
body of dog
wow, that is good!

then he draws two black forms on top of the oval
the two black forms are the ears of dog

and he draws a black circle in the oval
the black circle is the
nose of dog
and he draws a line
above the nose
now he draws the eyes and the eyebrows of dog
the eyes are two dots
the eyebrows are two lines
wow, that is perfect!

then he draws the mouth of dog
the mouth is a line
the shape is again the letter ‘w’
and he draws some dots around the mouth of dog
three on the left side and three on the right side
the drawing is almost finished

he draws the arms
and legs of dog
the arms and legs are lines
and he draws the toe of dog
the toes are circles
and he draws the tail of dog
the tail looks like a flower

at last he draws some black circles on the body of dog
and he colours the body yellow
then the drawing is finished

wow, that is wonderful!
bye bye cat
bye bye drawing of cat

bye bye dog
bye bye drawing of dog
read all the cat and dog books

cat and dog
words

cat and dog
and the ball

cat and dog
and the rain

cat and dog
and the hat

cat and dog
where is cat?

cat and dog
and the gam

cat and dog
and the butterfly

cat and dog
dog is cold

cat and dog
draw and colour

cat and dog
and the egg

cat and dog
cat is yellow

cat and dog
and the worms

cat and dog
play cards

cat and dog
cards
sing the alphabet-song!
the melody is the same as:
ten green bottles sitting on the wall

a is an apple
that falls from a tree

b is a ball
come out and play with me

c is a cow
that eats the green grass

d is a door
that closes our class

e is an eye
that lets you see the world

f is a finger
from a boy or a girl

g is a goat
that looks like a sheep

h is a house
where i eat and play and sleep